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Beatpick, A Tomorrow Netlabel
Marco Mancuso

world of independent net music made
of mailing list and poadcast, net label
and shared audio project (see the
website for the entire list, from rock
to jazz, to electronic, to experimental,
from dance to hardcore, from
downtempo to hip-hop).
So BeatPick is a net label, a reality
made of a stric t budget, wh i ch
diffuses and distributes free music on
line, to use the Net as an instrument
of promotion and resounding
chamber to spread as far as possible
and in the most economic way the
music of their own artist. Since now
though, nothing new. At least for
every person informed about the fact
that nowadays music (and of course
the tomorrow one) is not only CD and
DVD, file sharing and battles on legal
rights.

Their homepage is clear. No DRM, no
digital stuff to protect the eventual
author’s rights. And to be more
digital-sustainable, all the music is
compatible with every iPod, Mp3
player or electronic gadget available
on the market, that are now testing
the patience of new and old
generations.
These are just some of the
characteristics of a new both
ambitious and pioneer project from
the attitude side and professional
from the realization one. We’re talking
about BeatPick, a young London net
label (created and managed by
Italians) that boast in its rich artist
rooster players such as Tobor
Experiment, Groove Generator, FRD,
Double6, Synthead and many others
who had the possibility to get known
and appreciated inside the lively

.
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For example the possibility to buy
directly the reproduction rights of a
track in function of the type of license
and the commercial use needed (vast
the variety of licences and the
simplicity of purchase; see
http://www.beatpick.com/licence.ph
p?cPath=23&products_id=50 ). There’s
the possibility of commission music
and projects to the artists of the label
and the option to listen to the tracks
before purchase. Soon other BeatPick
versions will be opened, first of all a
Chinese one. There are some projects
in collaboration with satellite TV’s,
radio and international poadcast like
the Digipod ( www.digicult.it/podcast

) that can lead to interesting develop.
Even the relationship between labeller
and artists is rare and up to date. No
binding contract, the possibility to
sever a link in 30 days, division 50/50
of the gain, the possibility to diffuse
your own music in a professional and
aimed way through specific channels.
We talked about all this with David,
one of the founder members of
BeatPick, to demonstrate how to put
into practice a correct and modern
net label, able to satisfy the
exigencies of a new generation of
music addicted but also able to
defend rights and necessities of the
artists.
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music for a reasonable number of
time.
Marco Mancuso: Which are your first
artists and how did you convinced
them of the goodness of your project?
David: We started with 30
artists/bands selected by more than
1000 albums received during the
three months precedent the
BeatPick.com opening. We had lots of
contacts in the music business, so it
wasn’t hard to attract the attention of
independent musician. Moreover we
created a site with tons of information
about what we do, so when we
receive a contact most of the time
they’re already convinced to adhere to
our initiative.

.

Marco Mancuso: Can you explain how
and when the BeatPick project was
born?
David: BeatPick.com has been
launched the last February as answer
of a growing sense of dissatisfaction
felt by the music lovers and the artists
against the big label. Our aim was,
and is, to create a platform where the
emergent and affirmed artists can
keep the advantages of being
independent, but where they can ask
for help to a label for the promotion,
publication and web technology
needed. The idea is to help bands and
artists with marketing, purchase of
use rights and distribution of album
and EP, offering a fair service that
doesn’t force to long exclusive
contracts.

.

Marco Mancuso: What does found and
open a net label means, which are the
pro and con against traditional label?

We also find possible to give
confidence to people, so we do not
use DRM. We offer the free listening
of our albums and we give the
permission to copy the purchased

David: A net label means lots of work.
We’re a little team and we work
almost twelve hours a day and often
5

during the weekends. We have to be
efficient, answer in as less time as
possible to the e-mails, most of all in
the area of film and TV rights.

the tracks. This way we attract
professionals, art houses, little and
middle productions and we give a
true gain to the artists.

The artists in BeatPick.com have a
platform to their disposal where they
can digitally distribute their music and
sell their rights of use. Our artists also
have online publicity, online viral
advertising and poadcast, more that
the possibility to collaborate on new
projects. Our artists receive the 50% of
the profit and the expenses are our
charge. On the contrary in a
traditional record label they would
receive only a little percentage of the
profit and only when the expenses are
covered. In a traditional record label,
the artists are tied down with long
exclusive contracts, while in
BeatPick.com they sign a nonexclusive contract that can end
whenever they decide it.

We encourage the free use of our
music for non-commercial projects
and poadcasting. We think that
everything that can put our music
inside projects can one day increase
our sales.

.

Marco Mancuso: I think it’s the correct
approach. Which are the potentialities
and advantages of the Net and the
incoming of faster and faster lines?

In the area of the buying and selling of
the use rights we cut off the
intermediaries, the publisher and the
advocates that make thin the artist
gain. We create a friendlier procedure,

David: All our business is set knowing
that the Net and the lines are
exponentially faster. On broadband
we offer a variety of large files, WAV
format included. Moreover there’s the
streaming of entire albums mp3 128Kb
format more than a buying and selling
of rights completely online. All this
things couldn’t be even thought with
the 56kb or the first broadband.

simple, automatic and transparent. It
only takes a few minutes to buy the
rights to use the music for TV and
movies. The music can be tested free
before the project becomes
commercial and the productions can
request the entire catalogue. It is
possible commission works and we
help with the looping and cutting of
6

Marco Mancuso: How are your
partnerships moving, online and not?

all the participant to the music
business but also profitable for the
artists.

David: We spend many hours every
day to patrol the Net for people or
organizations that we like work with.
We get in contact to see if there are
opportunities for both the parts. Since
months, we’re receiving partnership
proposes by agents involved in the
sale of use rights, by websites that do
music reviews and several academies
of film and universities.

The idea is to create a model
comparable to the shareware
software business. Make a base
product and then gain with better
version. So our mp3s 128Kb are free to
listen, but the high quality versions
you have to pay for. The using right
for the music is for free when the
project is a non-commercial one and
for the poadcasting, but you have to
pay when there’s a commercial side.
This way we have the exact
equilibrium between viral publicity
and product purchase. The deceit of
the international labels is make
people believe that the system used
with the stars is the correct one with
everybody. The music business has
different segments that have different
exigencies.

.

Marco Mancuso: Which are your
projects for the future?

Marco Mancuso: How do you move
inside the complex world of online
music? Your contents are free, under
Creative Commons licences. How do
you think to make a business with
your project and how do you think to
manage in this sense your artists?

David: We would like to collaborate
with audiovisual artists, creating a
pool of resources where the artists
from different areas can work
together without even knowing each
other. Moreover, we’d like to offer to
our public the single parts of our
songs to create a basin of high quality
samples that can be used in several
ways.

David: Our model is innovative as it is
not only equal but also economically
long term sustainable. The real turning
point is to create a system equal for

7

an advocate or a representative of a
label. This is a step towards a better
efficiency and equity in the music
market.
We’re assisting to an augmentation of
the competitiveness and diversity that
can damage the way of the big label
run the business. We foresee that the
music majors, the publishers and the
collecting society such as the SIAE will
have to adapt their business to serve
only the star market. A large
percentage of artists will be served by
labels similar to BeatPick.com and
play a role more and more important
in the music industry, with stars that
will maybe decide not to sign for a
major.

.

Marco Mancuso: What will be the
future of the online music and how
will the net labels, poadcast and
online radio phenomenon grow?
David: Internet is the present and the
future of the musical distribution. In a
few years vinyl and CD will be a niche
product, with the majority that will
download the music. This process will
democratize the music industry and
will contrast the monopoly of the big
labels. We believe that the music
industry is changing better. An artist
can now decide to be independent
and have its music recorded,
produced, published, distributed and
publicized without the consulting of

We also foresee scenery where artists
from all over the world will work
together through online platforms.
And it is not hard to imagine a future
where people will form band without
meeting!.

www.beatpick.com/
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Privacy, Surveillance And Invisible Nets
Laura Colini

In the first privacy version, the
traditional one, the proliferation of
electronic surveillance didn’t directly
damaged the perception of the single
of being private, except for the
showing of the domestic space, for
example by web. In the second
privacy version there’s the aware or
unaware involving of singles or groups
of people inside the public sphere,
where the use of surveillance
technologies is approved. The
collection, management and using of
personal data is registered as public
security, to avoid several crimes. The
perception of the single as controlled
subject in a public space becomes
controversy and remind the dual
nature of the surveillance concept,
protective and invasive at the same
time.

Privacy is an everyday term, that the
average citizen meets thousands of
time on web disclaimer or little notes
at the end of the bank or supermarket
card contracts.
The privacy concept or the more
actual privacy feeling does not
answer to the common sense of
“being in private” as the behaving
inside a domestic space ( David Lyon,
1994, The Electronic Eye: The Rise of
Surveillance Society, Minnesota
University Press ) . Privacy is more and
more related with the negotiation
acts. What can or cannot be done
with the personal digitalized
information ( Perri6, 1998, The future
of privacy , London:Demos )m through
technologies more and more
sophisticated from CCTV, RFID and
more.

.
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The fear of the other’s mantra has
contributed to feed the psychosis of
the protection, multiplying the
production of the surveillance
technologies in order to defend from
unknown attacks. As for a strange
parallel with the tough medieval
surrounding walls, the occidental
urban space seems to need walls built
with electronic network.

on the citizens circulate as extra
bodies, with their own stories and
their own lives, without us.

The new bastions that protect our
cities are knots of an invisible network
that produces every day tons of data
and images records to reproduce and
represent the public experience of
thousand of people. The knots inserts
in pre-existent architectures, and the
physical space is mediated by a
panorama made of videocameras,
aerial
and
technologic
instrumentation of transmission for
digitalized information by now
familiar for the human eye.

.

And what if such stories would not be
only in the database of an elitist group
assigned to the protection of the
citizens and could be on line real time
as we stroll or enter a public space?
Physical space and media-supervised
space would intercept, opened to a
mirror game between the production
of the images of the electronic game
and the perception of the real lived in
the urban ambient, bringing forward
the concept of confidence in the
technologic means and the privacy
concept.

That kind of instrumentation is
positioned in strategic position at high
intensity of frequentation, for
example inside a public exercise such
as bars, libraries, bus, tubes or trains,
and named “friend videocamera” or
“visible eye”. As citizens we become
unconscious protagonists of
monitoring and visual narration
captured by the invisible network of
data exchanges. Provokingly Mark
Poster (Poster M.,1990, The Mode of
Information, Cambridge: Polity Press )
has suggested that the produced files

Michelle Teran, a Canadian artist, has
dedicated his project called to the
discover of an everyday narration and
“invisible” histories picked up by
surveillance instrumentation. The
research sweeps the readings of
Michel de Certeau, Marc Augé, Gaston
Bachelard, Georges Perec, Henri
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Lefebvre, and concentrates on the
urban exploration through the derive ,
as discovery of new physical spaces
that intersect audio and video
networks of data transmission.

that is not under licence. Little radio
aerials normally used to connect
dvd/vhs recording to the television
are able to pick up real time the
images produced by the electronic
surveillance eyes. A common minidv
video camera connected to the device
allows to visualize the images
collected by the CCTV. At the same
time with a laptop equipped with
wireless stumbler it is possible to pick
up the wireless spot and the
automatic voices connected to it, of
numeric decoding of the spot.

On May 2006, a workshop of a week
has involved the city of Weimar in
collaboration of the architecture and
media department of the Bauhaus
University in crossings of urban
spaces to search invisible narration
produced by the technological
instrumentation of data and
surveillance transmission. This type of
workshop has also took place in
Brussels, Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Berlin, during festivals such as
Transmediale 2005 or Sonar 2006.

So a stroll in a district becomes a
multi-sensorial, that built multilayer
geographies made of physical spaces,
information and electronic data
normally not perceptible by everyone.
The participants to the performance
are invited to explore and observe the
urban space further than the everyday
perception of the physical space,
bringing up through the experience
several question on the knowledge
and the conscience about surveillance
technologies, about the faith on the
electronic instrument and the
invasive/protective presence of such
an instrumentation.

.

The workshop is a collective
performance, using a simple and
everyday technology, able to pick up
the images produced by the
surveillance cameras with wireless
network. Diffuse CCTV wireless
exploit the spectrum of radio wave

The battles to the public access to the
data, to the counter-surveillance and
the most politicized freedom of
movement and information are not
only directed to the ambiguous
deconstruction of the system, but also
to the growing of the common
11

consciousness, most of all because
“the growing of the surveillance
culture is no more that a challenge
against our conscience (J.Mc
Grath,2004 Loving the big Brother ,
Routledge).

www.ubermatic.org
www.websushi.de
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Pirat Partiet At Riksdag
Maria Molinari

than our government. But who really
are the pirates?
Here in Italy , the distinction between
pirate and criminal is thin and
imperceptible, maybe inexistent.
There’s who fight to make the
difference between haker and
criminal clear and who opposes itself
to the equation haker=computer
pirate. In Sweden, next 17th
September , the hakers will present
with the Greens at the election of the
Swedish parliament ( riksdag ).
Anything but criminals or trickster.
Ex-employee of computer factories,
little programmers and young
students grown up with the
technology. They have a manifesto
and even a program: reduce the
copyright, abolish the licenses,
strenghten the right to the privacy.
Quite much for a ” single issue party “,
that means a party that deals only
with some questions and defend and
protect only some rights.

A series of initials are menacing our
future. They would seem sounds
without sense but they are “laws and
directives” by the debatable content (
dmca, eucd, dra… ). They regulate the
behaviours in the use of the
information through the electronic
means, they harmonize some aspects
of the author right in the media
society, they protect and guarantee
us in the digital era. But they restrict
and impose controls, they limit the
sharing and obstruct the growing of
the culture. It would be difficult
believe it’s for the goodness of
everyone and the don’t surely believe
this, that in Sweden mobilized to
create the PiratPartiet .
When laws should defend and protect
us, but in reality harm and menace us,
we shouldn’t amaze if pirates wrestle
for our fundamental freedom, more
13

.

creator” .

The PiratPartiet was born on January
the 1 st 2006 on the Net, of whom
interprets the ideals and defends and
supports the fights. Between its aims,
dear to the internet population:
liberalization, the filesharing, knock
down the drm, promote the free
software open source in the public
sector . To the Net, the Party owe the
most of its success obtained up to
now. On the Net it collected in a few
hours all the necessary signs to
present the candidacies (officially
hand in the 10 th September). Thanks
to the Net, the news of the born of an
haker party arrived everywhere and
formed a real “global movement”. So
new hakers party born in France, U.S.,
Belgium, Austria, Germany, Spain,
Russia. New ones are going to born.
There’s even one in Italy . The Swedish
one though affect the politic in a more
concrete way.

To promote the culture diffusion, the
pirates say, it is necessary a law that
doesn’t totally abolish the copyright
so that it doesn’t remove the financial
interest of the creator, but a law that
create equity between the financial
interest and the society interest. In
order to make this equity real, the
copyright should concern only the
profit-making businesses (so no
copyright on no profit filesharing) and
it shouldn’t involve what is different
from the exact copy. Moreover, it
should protect the works for a
sufficient time in order to cover every
kind of investment. “If you look at the
industry, as Rickard Falkvinge ,
founder of the PiratPartiet , clarifies,
every investment is amortized in five
years. We think this is a reasonable
term”.

As lots of environmental parties from
the 80′s, the “pirate party” is against
the huge corporations that impose
their costs to the society. Even the
licences and copyrights make more
expensive the culture and the
innovation. “The copyright- as written
in the manifesto- does not balance
the interests of the creator in
recovering the investments and the
interests of the society in the creation
of the culture. The law is totally
directed to the interests of the

.

To protect the copyright, each private
conversation should be controlled, as
each conversation contain a copyright

14

violation. As the privacy right, in a
democratic society, must be sacred
and untouchable, it’s up to the
copyright step back. But it does not
happen.

article of the UN declaration of human
rights”. The PiratPartiet will fight in
order to abolish the act, but if the
laws won’t change and the right to
the privacy will be really respected,
Falkvinge states, “we have the moral
obligation to protect the citizens from
the effects of the systematic
surveillance”.

Besides the recent Data Retention Act
was born in order to control. “This act
oblige telephone companies and
Internet Providers to record and
preserve information about every
single phone call, every sent or
received mail, every visited website
and even the position in every
moment of every mobile All this
mortifies the freedom of expression,
reduces the right to the free
association and violates the 12 th

For the moment they have a solution:
Darknet . It is an Internet commercial
service, offered by Relakks , launched
the last 14 th August, 5 euros per
month, with whom you can send and
receive files absolutely anonymously.
Part of the incomings will finance the
battle against the copyright.
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Instead the Pirate Bay is a connection
with the p2p world of Bit Torrent , a
rich archive of music, films, software,
games, linux distributions freely
downloadable. It has been largely
talked since last 31 st May when the
servers have been sequestered and
the website obscured. The Take Down
, wanted and instigated by the MPAA ,
has unleashed strong reactions not
only in the world of the p2p, hakers
and students, but also between the
common people, that doesn’t like
being oppressed by the U.S. and
considered the repressive operation “a
waste of public money”.

.

The born and affirmation of the party
in Sweden is not a case. Here the
legislation in favour of the owner of
the copyright, as in many European
country, is turning more and more
rigid. “We want to underline- the
manifesto recite- the horrifying
decision dated 1 st July 2005 with
whom our government decided to
criminalize millions of citizens. The
copyright road is going the opposite
side of the public opinion”.
Furthermore Sweden is the homeland
of the p2p, of the PiratByrån and the
Pirate Bay.

.

The PiratByrån or Pirate Bureau is a
centre of anti-copyright research,
supporter of the free culture, taken
into account by both media and
Sweden population. It produced
several documents on the on line
sharing and organized protests and
manifestations in favour of the free
circulation of the knowledge and the
right for the copy. Lots of its members
are now part of the PiratPartiet.

The Swedish are conscious of the
critical condition of certain laws and
directives, care about their freedoms
and don’t want to risk some
fundamental
rights.
This
determination and special sensitivity,
both political and social, that make
simple trust in the future of the
PiratPartiet.
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The last test to pass is the fence of the
4%. It’s only 225.000 votes and in the
“paradise of the international
piratery”, as with contempt John G.
Malcolm defined Sweden, the pirates
could overcome the riksdag
threshold. Or at least this is what we
hope!.

www2.piratpartiet.se
www.piratpartiet.it
www.relakks.com
www.generazioneblog.it/piratpartietil-partito-dei-pirati
www.piratbyran.org
www.thepiratebay.org
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Dragulescu, L’achitettura Dello Spam
Valentina Tanni

The textual analysis of data (the
recurrence of a word, the date of the
message, the IP number of the
sender) allows the author to select
parameters
that
generate
automatically architectonic forms. The
result are grey and geometric
building, characterized by aggressive
and pointed shapes, by alternate
floors with dark and deep cavity. Even
if the shapes don’t remind of the data
used for their generation, they clearly
evoke the underhand and violent
nature of the spam.

At first glance they seem
experimentations of a young visionary
architect, who attended the
international modernism school but
obviously influenced by the threedimensional aesthetic of modelling
software, more than by gloomy and
threatening sceneries of the new
videogames.
But the architectonic creations by
Alex Dragulescu , Rumanian artist who
lives in the U.S., have been generated
by a program based on a unique
input: the junk mail. The project Spam
Architecture , part of a research with
Spam Plants (vegetal forms generated
by the junk mail) and Respam (net.art
project who tries to map and collect
the junk mail), is a fascinating attempt
to give visual life to the huge flow of
data generated every day by spam
mail in our mail boxes.

.

The criterions that inspired the project
are the well-known information
visualization , a discipline that studies
the translation on video of the data (of
any type: scientific, statistic,
economic). Dragulescu approach is
gone further than a conversion of the
18

material into forms and colours. His
attempt is to produce visualizations
that are also evocative, with an artistic
and aesthetic side and not only an
experimental and technique one,
particularly successful the spambased .

.

Out of all his known projects there’s
Blogbot, winner of the IBM New
Media Award al Festival for Expanded
Media of Stuttgart . It’s an agent
software able to generate graphic
novels based on texts found on blog.
The bot sounds out the Net searching
for a specific theme and produces a
dynamic collage of images and text.
The first result of this project is named
What I Did Last Summer . A visual
story about the Iraq war, that unites
the texts of two well-known bloggers,
witness of the conflict, with images
from the game Civilization 3 .

It is also the case, for example, of
Extrusions in C Major , that applies the
principles of information visualization
to the music, the classical music,
transforming in images the Trio CMajor for Piano, Violin, and Cello by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
The Rumanian artist, who’s just ended
a Master in Fine Arts at the San Diego
University, where he direct the
Experimental Game Lab, carries out
since years a research about the
creative possibilities of the digital
simulation, the algorithmic writing
and the computing models, mixing
with a rare equilibrium the
experimentation on the code with the
visual, narrative and conceptual needs
typical of the best contemporary art.

The next versions of the software will
have an implementation of algorithm
based on the computing linguistic,
taking the analysis of the text to a
deeper level, the meaning one. As
Dragulescu explains, “by analyzing
text using computational linguistic
methods, you can detect anger and
sadness. Turning those into gestures
in three dimensions, that would be
interesting”.

www.sq.ro
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Time Frame And The Manipulated Time
Monica Ponzini

the lens of a videocamera see nothing
but a muddle of canes, while the offscreen voice gives advice to get off
without succeed. And when a sunset
on the sea can condense in a few
minutes and distort in the prospective
until becoming a ping-pong, as in the
video Burial at Sea by Paul Pfeiffer, a
forty-five minutes flight can extend
for more than three hours, as in Rio de
Janeiro X S,o Paulo, air trip with
highway time or addressless love
letter by Thiago Rocha Pitta. Or the
sleeping of a person can be recorded
in its real length to offer an objective
work, though impossible to benefit of
its entireness, as in Sleep by Andy
Warhol.

Time is elastic as dilated by the
passion, Marcel Proust wrote. And the
subjective ductility of the time, the
metamorphosis of the precise and
measurable in something vague and
indefinable is at the centre of the
Time-Frame works, half-serious
exposition at the P.S.1 COnteporary
Art Center of New York (until 2 nd
October) on human perception limits.
Installations, photos, but most of all
video-medium time-based that
deeply explores and represent more
than the other the evolution of actions
and feelings, starting from different
experiences to give a little but precise
description of the disputableness of
our sense.

.

Masterful piece is Swamp by Robert
Smithson and Nancy Holt. In a
canebrake in the middle of a marsh,

As much gigantic as the previously
quoted work is the project by Cory
Arcangel , artist interested in the
21

interaction between technology and
culture. Decomposing in single lines
of colour the movie Colors by Dennis
Hopper through a customized
program, he obtain an infinite
symphony of moving lines (for a total
of 808 hours, but he admit to have
never seen in its entirety ). A filmic
work with a defined plot becomes a
sort of essential chromatic palette,
impossible to benefit of its entireness
once again, in which the original
sound is the only sensorial clue.

silence, the dusk is presented, in a
dark that absorbs one of the symbol
of the city that never sleeps .
Time Frame

.

Dark Empire by John Pilson has
different remarks. The recording of
the Empire State Building during the
14 th August 2003 black-out  that left
the entire New York in the dark and so
lots of the East Cost, becomes both
an homage to the Empire by Warhol
(8 hours of static recording of the city
by the skyscraper, spangled of lights),
and a sinister and allegoric symbol of
the vulnerability of an empire already
hit and immersed in a sort of reason
darkness. In 22 minutes of absolute

is a double connotation
show. On one side it offers examples
of how time can be manipulated in
video; on the other side leave the
door open on a question about its
aesthetic fruition, especially in
museum area. Or is it everything really
relative? .

www.ps1.org
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Dave Clarke, Superstar Dj…
Marco Mancuso

man behind the dj, convinced as we
are that ideas and background of the
artist reflect the approach to the djing
art, convinced that they are the
skeleton of every set in every part of
the world.
Clarke is more than everything
considered one of the best electro
and techno dj of the world, able to
amuse with various and eclectic dj
set, rich of the breakbeat influences
that make the difference with the
mono-tone and static dj set. At the
same time Clarke is an outsider (as the
Brinkmann written some time ago on
Digimag), since his childhood to the
relationdhip with the media now,
since his first album Archive 1 (1996), in
which he introduced elements of
electro breakbeat inside the pure
techno, attracting the barbs of
criticism and colleagues, up to the
important remixes for Depeche Mode,
Death in Vegas, Moby, Fisherspooner,
Leftfield, Underworld, Laurent Garnier.

It’s quite unusual putting up in this
magazine an interview with a dj. We
are not a don’t want to be a music
magazine. We talk about electro
music as one of the derivations
offered by the artistic application of
the new technologies. We are
convinced that in this sense dj’s are
not a good example and we are kind
of bound in finding musicians and dj’s
that go further the common image of
this type of artist.
But it’s clear that in the international
panorama of superstar dj there are
several exceptions. Dave Clarke is for
sure one of those, beyond personal
tastes, techniques, music, beyond the
fact that he is too techno or not much
electro, that he annoys or amuses. He
is material on which writing pages and
pages of sector magazines. Digimag
wants to go further, wants to find the
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Marco Mancuso: You play techno,
breakbeat and electro music, as
alternative to the dance music. Your
sound is various and eclectic, your set
as well. You played breakbeat in the
past and you have a predilection to
punk and post-punk. Do you think
that this type of eclecticism has been
and is important during your career?

.

Considering the idea of Dave Clarke
on journalists and review about
electro music, the interview granted
during a night of the last festival
Dissonanze in Rome is something rare
and precious. As the successive djset
that shook the Palazzo dei Congressi
(and our tired limbs) until seven
o’clock in the morning. Maybe
superior at the one played in
Barcellona at the Sonar

Dave Clarke: My musical background
is the most important thing ever and
part of my sound alchemy. I listen to
and I’m influenced by lot of music,
even if sometime I’m sort of confused
by all the input I receive. I’ve been
inspired by the Mod and disco music
in the past, by the punk and the
classical, by the hip-hop and by the
electro. Brighton has been a great
place where to grow up during the
80′s, as lot of music arrived there and
it was interesting to grow up inside all
that. England was a sort of not only
diplomatic bridge with the U.S. and
the Europe . As teenager there was an
enormous selection of important LP,
you could have all the music that you
liked. I think this made the difference
from the beginning. I’ve never liked
this form of purism and I think that my
choices made the man that I am,
while several dj’s lost their way.

Marco Mancuso: You are now living a
great career of dj. You started in little
clubs of a little city such as Brighton
to get into the best clubs and festival
all over the world. How did you build
such a career?
Dave Clarke: Well, it is important to
follow your passion. I played different
music style, every single style that I
was appreciating in that moment. It’s
a tough decision dedicate your life to
music and try to become a dj or a
producer, but the passion is surely an
important propellant, most of all to
play every night and in different
places. Your social structure can be
damaged, it is not possible to relax
during the weekend, you cannot see
your friends as you like, not to talk
about your family. Sometime I’m
stressed out, but every time I play and
enjoy myself the malaise passes. It’s
not easy to be a superstar dj, I swear,
even if fascinating.

I try not to be part of any scene, to be
as independent as I can. I do not live
in London but in Amsterdam where
everything is more relaxed, everything
is five minute walking. For sure the
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clubbing scene is less dynamic and
open than in England , but at the
same time I think that it is not
necessary and wise to live so close to
your scene. Even in Amsterdam I feel
the same, I try not to be part of the
city.

that I will have.
Marco Mancuso: I read you’ve been
introduced by the love for the
technology of your father. What is
your relationship now with
technologies inside your work?
Dave Clarke: My relationship with
technology changed a lot during last
years and it’s based on a both simple
and fascinating concept. In general
when I can do everything with the
technology I try to do everything
possible. Instead when the
technology is limited, I try to do
everything as well but I’m pissed off. I
love the hardware, I’m stimulated by
the profession of sound designer and I
like finding new samples and loops,
software and instrumentations
already tested.

.

Marco Mancuso: Exactly. You have
always been radical and critic about
the purism in the techno music ambit.
I’d like your opinion on today and
tomorrow techno. Which are the new
directions and input?
Dave Clarke: Techno is nowadays
spread all over the world, people love
it and follow this musical
phenomenon. But people always need
new tendencies and stiles in techno,
new fashions and I don’t like this side
so much. I rather and always searched
not to crystallize in this genre and its
thousands derivations, always seeking
for new ways and directions, looking
for more eclecticism not to close in
my musical influences that I had and

.

Marco Mancuso: What can you say
about your live set?
Dave Clarke: I’ve played in Brazil ,
Germany and many other places all
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over the world. It is exciting and most
of all live, without computers to
support me. I do not play this way
many times, usually to promote my
albums. Every live set that I played
sounded completely different from
the others.

knowledge on the artist background,
that don’t know what the artist made
in the past. Their question are tedious,
not intellectually stimulating.
Questions from Italian or European
journalists are deeper and more
interesting, even if English is not their
first language. English media are lazy,
and that’s a reason why many reviews
from the past are now dead. About
the authority I think that nowadays
more people than before believe in it.
I rather believe in the democracy, in
democratic rights. If I ask myself what
the authority did for me and the
society, there is no answer. I think it is
right to have rules in this life, but
when I think about the authority I
think to corruption. In England the
situation is even worse, just think
about how the authority brought us to
the Iraq war. These are my problems
with the authority now, problems that
every person with conscience and
critical spirit in the world has.

Marco Mancuso: You had the chance
to remix many artists of absolute
value and great international fame.
Which was the experience that
impressed you the most?
Dave Clarke: The Depeche Mode
remix. When Mr Fletcher came and
asked a remix, well in that moment I
felt realized in my work of remixer.
Although the best remix ever was my
first, the strongest, the most dynamic,
the most powerful. The one for
Fisherspooner was valid as well and
the one for Moby one of the remix
that I better remember. I’ve never had
the occasion to work directly with
those artists, as I don’t find this a good
idea. Beside I’m not a member of the
band, so I rather work by mail with
their material.
Marco Mancuso: Can you tell me
something about your relationship
with authority and media. I read you
don’t like them. Why?
Dave Clarke: I’ve never been
interested to reviews and media, to
magazines for young in England . I
dislike journalists without any

.

Marco Mancuso: Do you think that
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your choice in life, your lifestyle, your
way to be a dj reflect this approach to
life and these thoughts?

Dave Clarke: John was a real music
culture, against the authority, the
musical version of everything I said
before. When I lost him I stopped
listen to the music, nothing more
represents my music taste as when
John was in Radio1. There are some
other radio that play good music, but
John Peel was different and I’m happy
that he’s been my friend, who
respected me as dj and producer and
came to my concerts. I met John
numerous times, had quite a few
discussions, read several books
together, we had the same thought
about many thing.

Dave Clarke: Well, I don’t think to have
made radical choices, but rather to
have searched to live in an instinctive
way, to live a simple life. I left school
early, I worked in a shoes shop, I
worked for the Britain government, I
worked as software engineer and I
didn’t liked it. I always followed my
passion, and this is the only important
think.
Marco Mancuso: You were good
friend of John Peel. What does his
dead mean to you?
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pay, but if they do not earn by the
album purchase, how can they survive
and make more music? I don’t think it
is correct that the label recharge such
a price on people giving so little to the
artists. Maybe the solution offered by
some online services that purchase a
euro per song is the right way to
evolve, even if the quality is not the
same offered by a CD. I don’t have
problems with Internet, but with the
people that cultivate the p2p in an
unfair system for the artists.

.

Marco Mancuso: What do you think
about the free circulation of music on
the Net? What about the netlabel, the
podcast and the free music, the
integration between media and
supports? Do you think there will be a
contest in the future for the emerging
artists as well as a way to disconnect
the major monopoly?

Instead netlabels have with Internet
great potentialities and occasions to
diffuse their work. With an online
review as your is practically the same.
With a netlabel I can reach much
more people with a minor expense
than a normal review. The point is that
maybe the market is not already
prepared and these realities made a
huge effort to head on. It is though
surely a growing phenomenon to
keep an eye on.

Dave Clarke: Inside this contest, I’m
definitely in the middle. The oldest
generations
are
completely
unfavourable to the free circulation of
the music online, while the youngest
are completely favourable. The artists
make music to live, they can live
playing concerts and making people

www.daveclarke.com/
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Ryoichi Kurokawa, Perspective And Nature
Bertram Niessen

at Mixed Media festival, which was
held in Milan last May (after a pleasant
preview of his works at the video
exhibition at the Dissonanze 2006
festival) and we appreciated his
unique talent – notwithstanding
subjective judgements. He expresses
himself with intensity both in sound
and video. So we decided to interview
him, because we found in this young
artist an exceptional artistic and
human maturity.

Ryoichi Kurokawa is a young audiovisual artist from Osaka . He declines
vibrant and refined universes through
clips, albums, installations, and
performances,
where
glitch
minimalism breaks up and reassembles in more complex and
vertiginous structures.
Some people think he’s a visionary
and genial artist while others consider
him to be formal and technicist.
You’re forced to confront with his
work: the continuous concentration
on synaesthesia, the ability to make
imagination fly and the scrupulous
attention to landscapes and definition
made Kurosawa’s works a sort of
official standard for the ones who
wants to get closer to audio-video
world.

.

Bertram Niessen: First of all I’d like to
ask you something about your idea of
audio-video integration. Sounds and
images are always very connected in
your works and you keep a very close
attention to synaesthesia. Can you tell
us something about it?

We saw his works in national première

Ryoichi Kurokawa: Audio is one thing,
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image is another. There is a big
difference between light and sound,
however when I create audiovisual
works, I consider sound and imagery
as a unit not as separately. Except
collaboration with musician, when I
imagine an idea on works, the images
and the sounds simultaneously come
out into my brain. Always these ideas
appear into my imagination abstractly
as the images having sounds and as
the audio having lights.

.

Bertram Niessen: Could you tell us
something about the setting-up of
your performances and videos? Do
you usually start from sound or
images? Or does everything come up
from a specific technique?
Ryoichi Kurokawa: Before creation, I
already have a finished conception
and I realize them with PC. While I
working, sometimes they have a little
differences from the original
imagination, though their various
patterns are valuable for me. Basically
I don’t draw what I imagine in my
brain as a picture, and I directly create
with PC. At first, I transform visual
information. After the rough of visual
part is formed, I conduct a
transformation of sonic information
and get through with audio, and I
complete motion pictures again.
Finally I adjust the close operation of
images and sounds. So actually, I have
big three part of general system of
operarion(video>>audio>>video).

Bertram Niessen: Your work seems to
be very balanced and cool. Does
design have a great influence on your
work? And in general what are the
artistic disciplines you consider the
most important?
Ryoichi Kurokawa: For me, the most
influential importance is the nature.
There are various abstract forms and
sounds, diverse colors, motion of
sounds and light, and its velocity and
perspective. I absorb and save them in
memory, and they will be the origin of
materials composing pieces. I get
ideas from architecture, text and
photograph too.

Bertram Niessen: What is the
technical set-up of your
performances?
Ryoichi Kurokawa: Basically live
performance is a multi-channels video
projection. I control audiovisual
materials with two laptops and MIDI
controller e.t.c. Since two laptops are
connected via a local area network, I
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can send value/message from one
computer to another. I output videos
from each computer and audio form
one.

works  we think Japan is the promise
land for experimental electronic art. Is
it true? What is your experience in this
sense?
Ryoichi Kurokawa: Maybe Europeans
think so, but i don’t have that
impression. Actually I think that the
experimental electronic art scene is
not popular in Japan. Here, there are
not many big art festival like in
Europe, so a lot of Japanese artists
have an activity in Europe, not in
Japan.

.

Bertram Niessen: In Italy  thanks to
Ikeda’s, Sakamoto’s, and Merzbow’s

www.ryoichikurokawa.com
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Historia Vjing: Annet Dekker
Claudia D'Alonzo

club scene.
Between 2004 and 2005 she collected
the material of her researches on
vjcultuur.nl web site, which offers
crew and software links and contains
articles and video interviews to
pioneers such as Micha Klein, Arno
Coenen, Gerald van der Kaap, and
Geert Mul she asked to define vj’ing
practice and history.

You have to be keen to historically
and critically approach current vjing
world. You must  at least theoretically
– know what are the most used
equipments and technologies, the real
original artists of this crowed artistic
scene, and, last but not least, you
must have the historical sense. The
historical sense often lacks in many
theoretical persons involved in art and
new technologies because they are
too interested in the hic et nunc
scene.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: How did vjcultuur.nl
come up? What are the main aspects
you took into consideration to create
the web site?

Dutch scholar Annett Dekker is an
exception. She’s part of Montevideo
staff and she has been publishing
numerous articles on vjing in the last
years with the intent to historically
define the movement also building up
a network of connections among 80s
and 90s video experimentations,
aesthetic imposed by MTV, and the

Annett Dekker: The website
vjcultuur.nl is mostly a reference
page. It’s a cumulation of the research
I’ve done in the past years. I wanted to
give all the news a place somewhere,
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to make a portal for people to find all
kinds of information about vj culture.
Unfortunately I haven’t got the money
and time to translate everything in
English, some things are but the
interviews are still only in Dutch.

that they could build on a strong
history.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Who’s currently
working on this project and what is
the role of Montevideo?
Annett Dekker: I have started the
project while working at Montevideo
but as it grew I’ve done a large part
with help of a Dutch funding body 
fonds bkvb. We started a discussion in
Montevideo years ago about what we
could do with vj culture. after some
research into the phenomenon,
aesthetics and history we decided it
was best to present it as it was meant
for, as live performances of sound and
image. not to confine it into a gallery
space but look for the places were
interesting developments were taking
place.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Do you think
current institutional art world (art
galleries, museums, biennials) is
adequately showing interest in the
vjing scene or do you think it’s a hard
work for this form of expression 
apart from some exhibitions such as
Documenta or Ars Elettronica  to be
recognized as forms of art in
academic environments?
Annett Dekker: That really depends
on what you mean by adequate.. i
think a few years back the vj
performance was in many cases used
as a decoration / nice feature to
attract a younger crowd or be ‘hip’ for
many galleries and museums. but now
that the trend has faded, i think there
are still many organisations including
galleries who do want to promote vj
performances and show new interests
and developments and above all
encourage the experiments. even

Initially we tried to organise a large
festival that would spread around the
various clubs in Holland that had
always been supportive of the vj
scene (fe Mazzo, Off_Corso, Paradiso
etc). but due to lack of money that
plan was never realised. in the
meantime i had discovered many
things about the scene and spoken to
many people about it and all this
information i wanted to give a place,
and also show a younger generation
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though in the beginning the museums
were more curious than anything else,
it did bring about a reflection that
opened up possibilities, which in the
end is beneficial for all. but I’m afraid
there is a long way to go if you’re goal
is to end up in a museum, but then
again would you want to be in there?

the commercial side followed, but
they saw a rise in economic value.
they made the dj famous, and many
vj’s also wanted to take part in the
formulas for commercial success.

I personally think that these (new) art
forms ask for different presentation
formats and distribution, places not
necessarily in the museum.
Claudia D’Alonzo: In an article
published in 2004 you talked about
vjing development, starting from the
old school, which was a part of the
counter-culture to the partial
absorption in commercial circuits in
the mid 90s. Do you think
technological
instruments
globalization is the cause of this
process or do you think there are
other reasons such as the commercial
spreading of some genres  i.e. house
music  which have always been
associated with video set?

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: How do you think
performer approach is changed in
comparison to technology in the last
decade? Young artists are more and
more involved in technical processes.
Is there a risk, in your opinion, to lose
sight of audience synhaesthetic and
emotional stimulus, which could be
the final purpose?
Annett Dekker: Yes i would say so
indeed. as i said before the whole
commercialisation of the club scene
caused for a different power
structure, but it also brought with it
the first standardized set ups, these
laid down a structure that didn’t leave
much to the imagination of the vj’s.
when you don’t have any control of
how your image is placed in the space
and you have to work with certain

Annett Dekker: Yes you can also think
of the changing attitude of the artists,
people were getting tired to throw
parties which would get closed down
by the officials. at the same time clubs
opened that gave, at first, a lot of
freedom for this new development.
they would encourage artists to lit up
their place and let them experiment
with their own equipment. and soon
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sets this limits not only your creativity
but also takes away the possibility of
realising a synesthetic and emotional
simulation.

marvels but till this day it is still
difficult to generate real time visuals,
so many people end up showing the
same graphical loops over and over
again pimped with computer effects .
technology is fascinating in the
beginning, and that’s what you hear
from most beginners, they just freak
out, use all the effects etc etc but
after a while that gets boring and than
you start looking for other rhythms,
images and tools.

But i like to make a note here – i am
not talking here about those artists
that are exploring the abstract or
generated computer images as part of
a technological process and see it as a
new language. most of these
experiments are done in the art and
festival scene (like for example sonic
acts and some performances at club
transmediale).
Claudia D’Alonzo: How do you read
the fact many contemporary artists
are using analogical instruments,
super8, and low-fi technologies
again?
Annett Dekker: I’m not surprised, it’s
not the medium that makes the
experience and i think people are
realising this. it’s not always necessary
to have the highest resolution or the
newest control devices to create a
special atmosphere. most of the time
the new technology is also limiting
you in the things you want to do, you
are bound to a set of pre-set rules and
i can imagine people wanting to have
more control. that is also the reason
why a few years ago so many people
started making their own vj softwares.

.

Claudia D’Alonzo: One of the
problems rising from his studies on Vj
culture is the way to preserve and
document this kind of performance.
How do the solutions can be for
instance in the field of museum
setting up, or live set reproducing?
Annett Dekker: This is still a large
question and not an easy one to
answer. it’s also a problem for other
art forms, for example performance
art, installations and computer
artworks. at the moment we’re

Another problem is that computers
have for long promised all these
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investigating the best ways to
document a live event, not just on
camera but also in words, how do you
describe an experience? the latter is
of course the most difficult but also
the most pressing because that is
what you’re after when you want to
reproduce a live event. and than there
are the questions of what to do with
the hard and software issues. I’m not
sure if a solution would come from
museums because they are not used
to these new ways of using the
medium and space, people inside the
‘field’ should takes these issues up as
they know much better what the
specifics are that are needed.

Annett Dekker: It’s a way to preserve
your work and in some cases it can
work, but in many cases the visuals
become more like a video clip (at
best) than anything resembling a live
event. personally, i don’t think there is
much life span for these kinds of
events. but again it really depends
also on the kind of work your making
and bringing out. i think for more
abstract work, that tries to find the
subtleties between sound and image
it could work. but in the long run i see
it merely as advertising material for
the artists and something to show
people what there work is about. it
will never take the place of live
performances. they are just two
different things.

Claudia D’Alonzo: In the last years
many vj crews are publishing DVD and
video collections. What do you think
about this way of works distribution?

www.vjcultuur.nl/
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Full Stealth, Director Vjing
Elena Bianchi Vairani

going to start at the beginning of
2007.

Nate Taylor aka Full Stealth is 30 and
lives in New York. He’s an eclectic
artist, he’s worked for the professional
film industry for the past 11 years and
some years ago he’s founded his own
label: Full Stealth Films.

.

Elena Vairani: First of all, you’re a
director and … how did you get
envolved in vjing?

He’s a well known director and a
famous vj, who describes himself
saying: ‘If a picture speaks a thousand
words…And video runs at 30 frames a
second…Then the following are all
30,000
words-per-second
descriptions of me’. His background as
director clearly emerges from his vj
set, where he use contemporary both
the live video mixing approach and
the filmaking art in his performances.

Nate Taylor: I’ve worked in the
professional film industry for the past
11 years, experiencing every aspect of
the field from driving grip trucks, to
editing commercials, to now
directing. I started performing live
video as a creative outlet; an
opportunity to try things that I could
not do elsewhere in my world of
filmmaking. My original concept was
to partner with an electronic musicbased DJ with very specific BPM
songs. I would cut a series of short
Quicktime clips to match those
specific BPMs and mix them on two

He’s always dreamt to direct a movie
and today the Full Stealth Films is
raising funds to produce an
independent movie. The shooting is
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different computers; in short, I would
beat match my clips like a DJ beat
matches his record to the song
currently playing. Unfortunately, it
was too limiting to build a library of
BPM specific clips: what if I had a
beautiful clip at 120 BPM, but the
current song was at 135BPM?

output, a tight live band with a very
active front man provides the best live
camera footage (which in turn creates
better final outputs). Every show is
unique and unpredictable, though,
based on the stage set-up, the
performers and the crowd.

I realized that, in order to work with a
more diverse range of artists and
musical genres, I could create a large
number of short, raw clips and
spontaneously trigger them in time
with whatever music was playing.
That’s when I really started VJing
actively. Soon thereafter, I began
using VJ software such as Vidvox Grid
and Livid Union which opened a new
world of live video manipulation
possibilities. I continue to add
hardware and software to my rig,
constantly trying to expand the
capabilities of what I can do to video
on-the-fly..

.

Elena Vairani: What about your live
equipment? And c an y ou try t o
describe the style of your typical vj
set?
Nate Taylor: My live equipment
consists of the following: two G4 mac
Powerbooks (one running Livid Union,
the other running Vidvox Grid), an
Edirol v-4 video mixer, a Numark VM03 video monitor, an Apple iSight
camera (for live feedback loops), a
Korg KPE-1 Kaoss Pas Entrancer, a
Faderfox LV1 midi controller, a MAudio O2 midi controller, a M-Audio
Trigger-Finger midi controller, (2)
Lacie Pocketdrives (for source clips),
(2) Cable Electronics s-video
distribution amplifiers (one for the

Elena Vairani: Hip hop, rock, raggae…
you mix your visuals with different
music genres, is always the same for
you? I mean, which music is nearest
toyour inspiration?
Nate Taylor: I enjoy mixing to all types
of music. Each genre and individual
performer provides a different
challenge. Really intense electronic
music, or any music filled with energy,
draws the best performance out of
me. In terms of my actual video
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camera input, one for my output), and
a Panasonic DVX-100A video camera
with a Century Optics Wide Angle
Lens Adapter on it.

the crowd, objects in the room, me,
etc.)to make them abstract. Images
become extremely dense and heavily
layered as I get deep into a set, but
the viewer still sees moments of
recognizable images in the heart of
the visuals. I’ve found that giving the
audience something concrete and
recognizable to hold onto is more
powerful than creating wholly
abstract experience.

Carlo de Jesus, my live camera guy, is
essential to my live performances.
Unlike a traditional cameraman, Carlo
does not shoot footage that is
designed to be edited and viewed
later; rather, he shoots specifically for
the moment. Using his own distinct
combination of snap zooms, dutches
and drifts, Carlo sends me artistic and
abstract live feed that is always
crafted to match the music. He also
watches the final output, and,
depending out how I’m using his feed,
will change his technique to create
the greatest visual impact. I rely on
Carlo’s live camera artistry and use it
as the backbone for many of my VJ
outputs. I combine his feed with other
clips, distort and effect it, sample and
scratch it. Since the work we are
doing is heavily interrelated, we often
form a symbiotic relationship through
the course of a show, both
simultaneously creating visuals that
complement and enhance each
other’s art.

.

Elena Vairani: Can you try to explain
the differences of interaction and
relationship you get with your public,
when you’re releasing a short movie
or a commercial or a vjset? I mean,
which is the most important element
you look for, is always the same (like
the ‘surprise’ ) or different?

I would describe my style as ‘abstract
representational’. I predominately use
original video clips of mundane
objects (taxis, trees, crowds,
fireworks, etc.), and then combine and
warp these recognizable images with
Carlo’s live camera feed (performers,

Nate Taylor: The best reaction you can
get from an audience is in a packed
theatre, when they are watching a
film you have made, and they laugh,
gasp or cry at the “right” moment. Or
at the “wrong” moment. It’s
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fascinating to see people react to a
scene completely differently from
how you were expecting them to.
Regarding the commercials I edit, I
almost never get to see people’s
reactions, since I don’t hang out in
people’s houses while they watch tv.
Sometimes I’ll be in a bar and see a
spot I’ve cut. I’ll look around to see if
anyone is watching it, but everyone is
usually just drinking or talking, so I
can’t really gauge anyone’s reaction.

singing along if I know the song.
When I start rocking out, I tend to not
only get the audience worked up but
the performers as well. The crowd
also gets into some clips and video
effects more than others. For
instance, I have a couple of clips of
one of my friends doing a really crazy
dance in front of a bluescreen, that I
can manipulate to move in time with
the music. Any crowd, anywhere,
goes absolutely wild when they see
that. People also tend to get really
excited when Carlo shoots the
audience and they see themselves up
on the big screen being manipulated
and warped.

One of my favorite aspects of VJing is
the direct interaction with the crowd
and the immediate feedback. I’m an
extremely active performer: jumping
around, thrashing my gear, and
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to direct starting in early 2007. I have
a couple of small directing jobs on the
horizon right now, but the majority of
my focus is on getting this film
produced.
In terms of VJing, I would love to
continue to do larger and more
elaborate gigs, maybe even go on a
small tour if the line-up and timing
was right. I’m trying to incorporate
Ableton Live into my live set as a midi
sequencer driving my VJ programs.
People really love the live camera
work Carlo provides, so I am going to
incorporate some more cameras into
the mix, mounted in interesting places
like on the neck of a guitar.

.

Elena Vairani: What about your plans
for the future, both in direction and
vjing?
Nate Taylor: I have always dreamed
about making a full-length feature
film, and am finally on the verge of
making that dream a reality. My
company, Full Stealth Films
(www.fullstealthfilms.com), is
currently raising money to finance an
independent feature film, which I plan

www.fullstealth.com
www.fullstealthfilms.com
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Arthur Clay, Artist Or Scientist?
Beatrice Bonfanti

of AI the user can directly connect
with showing possible directions and
moral and artistic contaminations of
the future to come.
The same kind of approach can be
found during his performances such
as Going Publik represented at the
last Digital Art week, Music for Seven
Strings, Suitcase Concerts, Music
Light, Electronic Arts Performance,
and Surreancè . All these projects
show his will to investigate possible
ways of interaction among performer,
analogical instruments, and digital
technology through computer
aesthetic and technical automation
forms.

Arthur Clay was born in New York and
lives in Basilea , Switzerland . He’s a
multifaceted artist using music, video
and performances and assembling
acoustic and electronic media to
create original works – for dance and
theatre also.
He participated in international
festivals in Europe, America and
Japan , where his works were
unanimously appreciated. Arthur Clay
is an artist, a composer, and an
inventor/scientist, he’s not interested
in assembling media only, he actually
conceives and designs new and very
original musical instruments also such
as Air Bow (a virtual Chord
Instrument), Mirrorum (an optical
sound generator) or Spaceball (a live
video and electronic controller). They
are perfect examples of integration
among art, technology and new forms

This year, in July, Arthur Clay  with
the collaboration of Jürg Gutknecht
and Stefan Müller Arisona  organized
in Zurich the Digital Art Week (whose
report you can find in the last Digimag
issue). It was a week event focused on
performing surround made up of
meetings of international experts
exploring the connection between art
and technology. We interviewed this
American artist at the Manchester
airport (where he was waiting for an
airplane to Berlin ). We talked about
his work and his artistic approach
towards new technologies and forms
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of artistic AI and about his role as
organiser and than spectator of the
international scene thanks to his
experience at the Digital Art Week.

equation: if you want to make a work
for an orchestra, you study the
instruments of the orchestra and if
you want to use a computer for
making art in any manner, one has to
study it as if it was an instrument
capable of aesthetic expression. It is
and it is not and the any success in
using it for an artwork will very much
be dependent of the artist’s technical
ability and aesthetic prowess. Not an
easy undertaking!
Bea Bonfanti: Can you explain me
when and how the Digital Art Week
idea was born and your role in it?

Bea Bonfanti: Thank you for your
disponibility in accepting this
interview, I’d like to ask you
something about your past: why are
you interested in art connected to
technology?

Arthur Clay: I started the program
about two years ago, because I had a
deep interest in machines as art tools.
Computers are simply the easiest
machines to adapt fort he purpose of
creating art. Of course, digital art or
digital music. Also, my work as
Director has had much to do with
finding ways to cross stylistic
boundaries in terms of genre and
occupational boundaries in terms of
artists getting somehow involved in
research. This year’s program reflects

Arthur Clay: My interest in art and
technology are similar in intensity, but
vary origin. The interest in art is just a
given factor in my life. My father was
an artist in his own right and being
creative was just part of growing up in
our house. I cannot think of moment
of my life  as far back as I can
remember- in which I was making
things from ideas coming from out of
the blue. Not only art, but always
creative and intensely so. My interest
in technology goes back a few years
when computers where gradually
coming into general use. It is a simple

this. Both the GoingPublik work for
distributed ensemble and wearable
computers and the China Gates work
for an ensemble playing tuned gongs
and being conducted by GPS as to
when to play them, are good
examples of how an artists can create
works which are proofs of concepts
fort he technologies used.
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more about your aesthetic expression
choices.
Arthur Clay: The trombones are not
really military and certainly not Swiss
symbols. However, it is commonly
known that trombones as well as all
the other brass instruments- have
been used by the military for their
music. The use of camouflage
uniforms during the performance not
only gives the performance a unique
look”, but it comments on the use of
technology in the defense industry, in
that the works expresses an interest
in these technologies. One could
arrive at the conclusion that
technology development could just as
well suit the arts and the military
defense industry.

.

Bea Bonfanti: During the DAW in
Zurich I saw your performance Going
Publik. Can you explain me how this
project works in the technical way
and what happens when actors split
up to play their trombones?
Arthur Clay: Going Publik è una
collaborazione tra scienziati e artisti.
The scores are controlled with motion
tracking. Each performer has motiontracking sensors on his body and
when the performer moves the score
which he sees in the head up displaychanges in accordance to the
movements. When the performers are
not moving as a group, the changes
are independent of one another’s, but
when the performers move together,
the scores are links in that they
change together at a similar pace and
manner.

.

Bea Bonfanti: Can you tell me
something about the software you
used and technical solutions of Going
Publick project?

Bea Bonfanti: During the Going Publik
performance actors, dressed up like
soldiers, play trombones wandering in
a room. I’d like to know something

Arthur Clay: The software is a custom
application written by Thomas Frey
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and the hardware is he Q-bic
computer, which is a Swiss made
miniature computer. The software
measures the movements of the
players and generates the score from
which they have to play. The
hardware makes this possible, as it is
he only wearable, which has VGA
output to be used with a head up
display.

my family more time. After 5 years of
working around the clock on art
projects, it is about time to bring my
wife some flowers (so to speak) and
take my child to the park.

http://mypage.bluewin.ch/a-z/artcla
y/seite_eng.htm
www.fylkingen.se/hz/n5/clay.html

Bea Bonfanti: What are your future
projects?

http://weblogart.blogspot.com/2006
/07/huddle-goingpublik.html

Arthur Clay: My next project is giving
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Brian Eno: 77 Million Question Marks
Elena Ravera

audio-video installation presented as
an “exceptional artistic/video event”.
The only exceptional thing was the
money they spent.

Milan is always the same. It’s got
potential but it doesn’t buckle down.
It’s the Italian cities pupil: the one
which could, but doesn’t ply. The one
which does the needful, that
impresses, but has little new to say.

.

21 high-quality plasma display panels
welcomed the visitors at the Triennale
entrance. They were placed
horizontally and vertically to create
different perceptive environments. In
the monitors there was a neverending video flux managed by
software which self-generated
virtually infinite combinations among
about 300 images created by Brian
Eno in the last 20 years. Music
environment was perfectly coupled to
images. IT was offered by Intel
Integrated Performance Primitives for
Apple .

The phlegmy and lazy Milan showing
itself doesn’t betray its character. It
uses well-known artists as a screening
to the lack of will to experiment (or to
risk) setting itself against that
underground humus made up of
individuals, professional people and
artists working to overturn this
discouraging trend.
The 7 th edition of Milanesiana ,
festival promoted by the province and
held at the Triennale, was a clear
example of this deep gap between
appearance and quality. It opened
with 77 Million Paintings, a Brian Eno’s

As we were saying, the only potential
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was the budget spent. Maybe the
exhibition organisers aimed at using
the appealing name of a well known
artist such as Brian Eno to attract the
audience  and they succeeded. But if
they wanted to show the state of
current generative art, they didn’t.
Many visitors wandered puzzled and
bored. Younger people were
captivated by the impact of the
structure and not by the content.
Some old people were caught
peacefully sleeping on sofas.

exhibition seemed a waste to the
people really involved in multi-media
arts. In this field there are dozen of
more representative artists who are
more insightful and innovative, but
they are artists who find room in
minor and above all not-sponsored
events and festivals only.

.

In opposition of other European
capitals, which are trying to give good
quality artists visibility, Milan is going
on preferring well-known artist and it
is missing the opportunity to invest in
the spreading of something new and
original. The city is stuck in an
outmoded perspective and it is losing
all the creative spurs in front of a
more and more wide and prepared
audience.

.

Brian Eno, music player, multiinstrumental player, and king of
ambient music is unanimously
considered a genius in sound; he’s
admired and esteemed for his musical
production, but he’s less known as
video artist because  I’m not afraid to
say it  he’s not a great video artist.

While Milan lacks in ideas, we are
always waiting for an advance signal.

His works are aesthetically noticeable
but they lack in deepness and
freshness and above all they are not
innovative software art works. This

http://music.hyperreal.org/artists/bri
an_eno/
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Traces Of Identity And Memory Of The Present
Miriam Petruzzelli

conditions and future prospectives.
More rarely it is art to be relied upon
for this hope. It is unlikely believed
that a symbology of signs can be
elaborated, and consequently that an
aesthetic philosophy able to oppose
to the harshness of a more and more
complex and problematic life such as
modern life can be developed.

Bunker Art Division with scientific
consulting of NOT gallery has
presented at the end of last June in
Naples an inedited work by Ruben
Coen Cagli and IABO , two decidedly
distant artists with two apparently
incompatible projects, both of them
born from an attentive observation of
the insecurity that pervades modern
manhood

.

Life signs, aesthetic suggestions to
give certainty to our life is an
exhibition in which authentical
strategies in order to leave a small,
perhaps indelible trace of ourselves,
of what lies in and all around us are
being experimented.

Globalized reality, in which the
behaviour of individuals and their
identities seem to pulverize inside the
mass, brings out the spontaneous
thought that our destiny is inevitably
bound to the others’ and therefore
that it is useless to act in a way that
differ from collective behaviour. The
idea of being dependent upon the
others, therefore, causes also a
profound sense of insecurity:
nevertheless there is something we

It is by now common opinion that
technology can represent the only
opportunity for redemption, the final
possibility to really improve our life
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can do about it, in the way we see life,
in the way we represent it, to be able
to face it with greater determination,
by downsizing our fears.

building up representations allowing
to live the present with more
confidence and in a more conscious
way.

In order to live a better life in the
present and together with that also to
get ready to what might happen in
the future a correct documentation of
what happens to us in our daily lives
can be usefull,. We can learn to record
what we do everyday in the exact
moment that we do it and, then, learn
to read what we’ve done to
comprehend the meaning and the
direction of our acts.

In particular Ruben Coen Cagli, very
young and interesting artist from
Naples, degree in Physics and a PH.D.
in the same subject still ongoing, has
presented Macchina per tracciare
(Tracing Machine) , a project that
includes an interactive installation and
a robotic performance, proposing
them as intermediate knots in a net of
observations on “traces”. Every
gesture, every action that we perform
leaves traces behind. Our existence, in
a way that is not dependent upon our
will, modify places and things,
contributing in building our memory
with several disordered inserts and
some others systematically stored.

.

We can learn to put something aside,
especially what there’s plenty of and
therefore we underestimate, because
one day (in the future), from one
moment to the other, we could run
out of that. At least this is what
appears from the work of Ruben Coen
Cagli and IABO who created at BAD
Museum installations/performances
whose goal is to involve the viewer in

.

The project intent is to involve the
visitor in an experiment that wants to
call attention on our own sometimes
forgotten physicality. People
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movements turn into this video traces
installation, and also into a robot that
leaves physical traces on aluminium
foils that can be bought in 30X30 cm
modules.

.

The water/artwork will be kept in BAD
Museum inside a specially built
bunker. The purchase and the delivery
in 2050 will be certified by a title deed
signed by IABO. The intent is to
involve the participant in a meditation
on the importance of water in our life,
on the need to preserve it in order to
be able to guarantee a chance of
survival in the future.

Who came to BAD Museum had
become integral part of the
experimentation that Ruben Coen
Cagli has realized in collaboration with
the Robot Nursery Laboratory of the
University of Naples “Federico II”.
Gestures that mark a path performed
through the artist’s awareness, the
visitor’s spontaneousness and the
poetic and original intimacy born from
the relationship between the two of
them.

The water, bottled in a limited edition
of 400 bottles, has been offered for
sale at modest price of 15 euros on
BAD Museum and NOT gallery web
sites and at their head offices. On
inauguration day IABO has taken care
of signing the title deeds and of the
activation of the bunker. This artist,
who comes from traditional
education, but has his own eclectic
expressiveness, has shown his
assimilation of Piero Manzoni‘s lesson
from 1960: “When new conditions
occur and new problems appear, it is
necessary to find new solutions
through new methods and new
measures”.

From
a
conceptualmanzonian print with an ecosustainable aftertaste comes, on the
other hand, Iabo’s work “Acqua”,
whose purpose is to retrieve those
assets underestimated by Society,
that will presumably reveal itself,
however, essential to our survival, as
water is. The project counts the
purchase of a certain quantity of
water, that will be delivered on March,
13th 2050.

However this goes beyond the
boundaries of art and techniques,
intending to be a general observation
on human conditions. More likely it is
not a matter of seeing other things in
a different way, but to try to see them
in a simple way.
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www.bunkerart.org
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Ooff.ouro, Trilith System
Massimo Schiavoni

drawings, to the visual-sound
installations such as Euxxta-chio and
the feature film Et Abyssum , inspired
to the Italian mathematician Leonardo
Fibonacci.
Alessandro Carboni and Danilo Casti
are young artists who are already well
integrated and known within the
“niche” of contemporary theatre- of
reserach and prestige- that kind of
theatre more unstable, more
redundant and fascinating than ever,

Sardinia. It is from here that a new
path, a stimulating process, an other
artistic way, meticulous, wise and well
oiled since the beginning, between
movement and sound, choreography
and technology, mathematical
numbers and improvisations, was
created.

expressive and deep in physiology,
creative and aesthetic for necessity.
They are OOFF.OURO , word born
from the contraction of the word
Officina Ouroboros , leading group of
the new performative generation,
who, from Assemini have crossed
London and the countries of the East
of Europe, arriving, thanks to their
dramaturgic vocation, up to the South
of India in order to prepare
meticulously their last work, the
Project AB.Q. Looking for the origin of

A new system Sistema has already
been created, in order to be
represented and improved, a new
research well structured and
harmonious, evident from the first
show, Prometeo, o viaggio nel regno
del non ritorno (Prometeo, or travel in
the reign of the not coming back) ,
2001, developed in collaboration with
The Physics Department of Cagliari.
They have achieved then different
works ranging from radiodrama such
as Euuxtacchio, freely inspired by Ted
Hughes’ poems and Leonard Baskin’s

the zero. Between maths and dance,
in collaboration with the University
Central Saint Martin’s of London and
the University of Calicut – School of
Drama Aranattukara of Thrissu r. It is a
work of intensive research which will
be presented on the 14 th of
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September in Forlì on the occasion of
the Crisalide Festival 2006 . You can’t
miss that occasion in order to take
part in a sort of modern happening, to
understand how the performative
alphabet of the sign, space and sound
-according to well ordered
computations- can be reinvented,
without changing radically the craddle
of culture, on both sides of the Pacific
Ocean.

passing of time, determines events,
that is to say facts.
Each fact must expect the presence
of objects because objects are the
structure of facts and facts are the
structure of the world. The intention
of developping a method of work
raising a number of questions on the
function and role of the process,
during the building of the work, allows
us to consider the method as an entity
which is paradoxally unstable.
Unstable in the meaning of the
continous loss of our certainties up to
their cancellation, with the
contradistinction of the rule. The
process in this case is considered as
the work itself. The process becomes
the chance of building the language,
and consequently the work itself considered as an organic entity,
unstable and in constant mutation, in
constant ageing and regeneration
during the course of time- is under
discussion.

.

OOFF.OURO focus all their artistic
practices on the Trilith System , a sort
of innovative methodological
platform. This System is an organism
which was born, four years ago more
or less, from the vehement necessity
to know the world, to raise the walls
where fencing yourself and on which
exploring and addressing the higher
quantity of objects and facts which
follow one another fortuitously within
the world. The world is an
agglomeration of places on which
entities and objects rest, whose
connection and combination in the

.
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The constant auto-reference of the
System, even through the
representation of itself, becomes the
modality of self verification of our
doing, of our work process, which, as
a mutant entity, creates new paths
and new work processes. This idea of
constant instability becomes fractal
and damages not only the work, since
pseudo-finished object, but the
practice of OOFF.OURO too. Through
three different stages, the System
completes a process of catalogation,
combination and representation of
itself. Auto-generative, autoreferential, auto-logical and recursive,
the System representing itself
becomes a closed entity. A closed
system, metaphor of the world. World
mirror, the System has created a
methological structure extremely
elaborated and precise. It has
elaborated a language; it has created
an uprooted world. Despite this, its
complete separation allows us to raise
new outposts to explore the world.

representation. It develops not for
spiritual or religious interests but for
the numerical ones, number as an
entity, as a grammatical unity;
Exhaustion-Variation-Combination
will be three research paths which will
lay the study basis for buiding of a
new choreography.

.

“The idea was exactly to verify my
practice, without fearing the distance
– Alessandro Carboni explains us
scrupulously – in another geographical
and social context such as the Indian’s
one. I have left from London, Europe,
and the West, considering Samuel
Beckett, and the centenary of his
birth, as an important moment of
reflection on the status of the
Western contemporaneous theatre,
that is to say on its function. This
exigence derived above all from
considering this recurrence as an
hypothetic degree zero of
representation, in which the zero,
considered as the”non-number”, a
nothing, becomes a physic entity, the

ABQ – Mechanical extensions in four
arithmetic operations is the first
survey arisen out of the results of the
research carried out by the University
of Calicut ofThrissur in the South of
India some months ago. It derives
from the relation between dancemusic-space-number
and
improvisation, raising different and
deep questions on the relation
between the use of maths and the
creative-methodological processes of
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fundamental pillar on which the whole
project revolves around. I tried to pass
through Beckett after having
observed some choreographical
aspects in his works, especially the
use of number as a pure entity, as a
grammatical unity. In fact, I couldn’t
help starting from Quad, four-dancer
choreography.

machines, such as the Machine of
Differences or the project of the
Analytic Machine by Charles Babbage
or the genius Alan Turing who, in 1936,
invented the concept of the Abstract
Machine which, so far, is at the basis
of the computability theory. Beckett’s
Quad was not only a pretext for
opening new passages on which
converge different concepts about
the use of maths and the number
within dance and choreography, but it
becomes the occasion for testing its
potentialities in other territorial
contexts, far from the West. The
barycentre of my research couldn’t
help moving Eastwards. I wanted to
restart from zero, following its
geographical shiftnig from East
towards West, restart from the origin
of the zero, but on its opposite
direction, from Europe towards India
.”

In this work, the dancers cross the
diagonals of the square stage avoiding
endlessly the centre of it, such as if it
was a dangerous zone, forbidden. The
center of the stage becomes the
degree zero, as an empty spatial
object, set at zero from any
movement. Becket studies maths, but
he uses the number advancing in the
opposite direction, describing just its
power. He started focusing on the
binary numeration system, the Gray
Code used above all for mechanical
systems for command. Besides, he
introduces the idea of a closed system
through precise rules of entry and exit
of dancers, using the numerical
sequence of the Grey Code as pure
instruction. Beckett cleans up the
movement making of it a pure
function. Dance turns into a pure
movement of deambulation, the walk.
[ ] Beckett elaborates an essential
“instruction choreography” for
dancers in which action, time and
space are precisely computed.

.

The necessity to create a new and
exact position , to be at last within
space and identifying yourself in it not

It seemed to be in front of the first
experiments of computation
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just partially and frontally, but
according to trajectories created by
the body, the so-called Passage of
Status, the necessity of finding a sort
of complete balance to make the
Work become the Process, shifting
your focus continuously. The
necessity to develop actions in real
time, focusing and transferring the
catalogued elements to the first stage
of the trilith system, Tabula, then
combined and subjected to the
pressure of space and to the infinite
flow of time instants, as it happens in
reality. Necessity of an action born in
the exact instant in which it dies, he
next instant which borns at once,
riding Time, without expecting
nothing but the Instant. Necessity of
combinations of Binary, Ternary and
Quaternary Class as it happens in the
three acts staged in Europe: Genesis:
“The vision of the world through an
instant”; Epigenesis: “…Or the paradox
of the system”; and Anagenesis:
“Etimo” which will be staged on the
occasion of the second lap of the

review IPERCORPO in Forlì on next
28th and 29 th of October.
Those are the necessities of
OOFF.OURO, or more precisely, the
essential aesthetic reasons which
move or push their work towards an
absolute and original methodology,
stratified
” a niny the
a r tpath
, a n and
y i mspecific
a g e a rin
e
the
creative
act.
The
immediacy
immutable in their dignity
makes its way through the use of
screens and projections on the stage,
of corporeal techniques and rhytmic
professional procedures, through
expressive practices codified and
dematerialized in their being hic et
nunc. We are experiencing a renewal
of the practices of the body and of the
vision of the theatre, remembering
Régis Debray who not long ago have
said
” and that
each epoch has its aisthesis, its own
collective sensoriality.

www.ooffouro.org
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Velvet Factory, A New Multimedia Space
Roberto Paci Dalo

arts based on time.
There will be a meeting on Rimini ‘s
hills on Saturday 23th of September at
7 p.m. for the opening of Velvet
Factory, a space for sounds, images,
performing arts, multimedia. The day
will be a non-stop of performances,
events, projections with the
participation of the “genius loci” of
Rimini ‘s territory (graphic designers,
architects, musicians, filmakers and
videomakers, writers and many more).

Velvet’s structure becomes a
multitasking space allowing a daily
work opened both to well-known
artists and talented new artists. A
unique place in Italy connecting
Velvet’s history and its public to the
most innovative artistic researches
and to club culture. Velvet Factory is
held by Roberto Paci Dalò, Thomas
Balsamini and Lucia Chiavari in
collaboration with Mario Lupano ,
Leonardo Montecchi and with the
advice of the economist Pier Luigi
Sacco , one of the most important
international experts on the “creative
city” and on cultural district design.

I t will be an occasion for showing
different aspects of the contemporary
art of the South of Romagna. The
Velvet Club has extended itself
creating the Velvet Factory: a creation
lab, a place of residences in a space of
2500 mq on Rimini ‘s hills a few
kilometres away from the sea. A space
for sounds, images, performing arts,
multimedia. From sound to cinema
(with a particular attention to
documentaries, animation and live
cinema), through performing arts
(dance, music, theatre), visual arts,
graphics, architecture, word, radio
and philosophy. For a pratcise of the
creative town and the cultural district,
mixed media and project, dramaturgy,

.

Velvet Factory is a hospitality place
created by a network of artistic,
scientific and educational structures
of Rimini : Associazione Slego, Giardini
Pensili (performing arts / art / music /
cinema), L’Arte dell’Ascolto (label),
Scuola J. Bleger (school of prevention)
and University of Bologna  polo di
Rimini (Degree in Systems and
communication of fashion) . These
realities costitute the operative core

languages of contemporaneous art
and of electronics. Time Based Arts:
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of the project: to these step aside  on
a national and international scaleartists,
indipendent
artists,
educational centres, institutions,
festivals, media. A project
interweaving cultural, artistic, social
and educational aspects. A
professional training place.

average of 15.000 people monthly,
180.000 annually).

.

Velvet Factory means to be a service
for the territory bearing in mind the
many artists and creators transiting
and living there. It is this way that
artists from any discipline can realise
labs opened to the public. Meetings,
backstages, conversations and
creation of materialswithin the
Factory’s labs. A place working in tight

Velvet Factory aims at beeing a
meeting point between Europe and
the Mediterranean, involving artists
living in places overlooking this sea
and observing with particular
attention the other side of the Atlantic
. From Velvet Factory’s sound and
music they work especially on those
forms of art which use time as if it was
the main investigation and creation
vehicle. The laboratorium develops
parallelly in the physical and
electronic space and it is exactly from
electronics and digital that innovative
works are created on the net. A Tran
receiving station producing radio,
streaming and collaborative projects
linking the highest number of media
and spaces in the world. Velvet
Factory is a place for artists creating

collaboration with all kind of spaces,
projects, events and people of the
territory to create a permanent
network of common works. A
presence which does not add
anything to what already exists, but
which is working on what is missing,
creating further chances through the
creation of a dynamic and public
archive.
Analysing
thriving
experiences, it is a project
investigating on the town and on its
places operating a constant mapping
to identify its resources and its
energies. “Rimini West” as a cultural
district.

dance, music and theatre works.
Through residences, guest artists can
work on their projects using Factory’s
technologies and linking this way the
show to its possible multimedia
developments. A meeting between
contemporaneous arts and pop
culture where the works realised can
be shown to Velvet’s wide public (an

The guest artists will be asked to
produce some new works (audio
and/or video) which could be
downloaded for free from Velvet
Factory’s websyte in order to be
distributed, mixed and elaborated by
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anybody according to the Creative
Commons licence. The website is just
the informative page of the activities,
but it becomes a true permanent lab
on-line
with
international
collaborations and a particular
attention to the many “souths” of the
world.

shops (books, cds and dvds), Internet
point, audio-video direction, video
projection on big format, sound
system, conferences and workshops
DANS: 80 mq – Space equipped with
a parquet for dance, theatre and other
things
REM: 1200 mq  Main room of the
Velvet, devoted to concerts
medium/big, dance floor. Stage m
10×12, audio system 15.000 watts,
lights (10 scanners, 11 mobile teste) 4
big format projection screens, 2 bars,
smoker area outside

.

The collaboration with the University
of Bologna  Rimini’s pole- allows the
creation of a working group of
students committed to Velvet
Factory’s projects which can become
a privileged place of presentation of
the works realised by the University
and a space for didactics. Meanwhile,
students by any university will be able
to do their training at Velvet Factory.
Some works created by Velvet Factory
will be published as cd audio and/or
DVD in collaboration with the Label
L’Arte dell’Ascolto.

NOISE: 250 mq – Room with a stage
for little concerts, dance floor, video
projections and movies, dj set, audio
system 8.000 watts
ELEKTRA: 50 mq – Space dj set and
bar, audio system 4.000 watts
SHOPOP: 60 mq – Merchandising
area, info point
LAGO: 4000 mq – Lake equipped for
sport fishing

THE SPACES
On a overall surface of 2500 mq of
structure and 20.000 mq external
(including a parking for 800 cars),
Velvet Factory is organized in the
following spaces:

RADIO: Web radio with streaming
24/24
WEB: Electronic space for the
distribution of each work realised by
the Factory (video, audio etc.)

LAB : 150 mq – post-production
audio-video labs, offices, guest rooms
VERTIGO: 250 mq – Coffe, restaurant,

.
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VELVET_ARCHITECTURE

velvet_net – elettronic space where
the projects (realised even thanks to
streaming 24/7 and to collaborative
projects) are created, widespread and
distributed

velvet_laboratorium – audio-video
postproduction, labs, conversations,
installations, site-specific projects,
events, projections. Meeting place
among artists, technicians, helders,
producers, public

velvet_materiali – cd, dvd, multiples,
little papery editions.

velvet_residenze  guest artists
through creative residences
www.velvet.it/
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American Appareal In Second Life
Marco Cadioli

the most interesting projects of SL.
She immediately teleports me in a
recently opened store, on a private
island called Lerappa . It is a building
with great glass windows, twoDecker, such as two regular
overlapping parallelepipeds, rigorous
and essential which takes inspiration
from the Apparel’s store in Tokyo. She
flies upstairs landing on a terrace with
green armchairs and invites me in.

American Apparel is a clothing brand
in Los Angeles which produces
210.000 t-shirts every day, it has 80
sales outlets in the world and one
in Second Life. It is the first fashion
brand in the real world to go in a
virtual world with a shop opened in
June 2006 and it is a strongly
experimental example of marketing
straddling real and virtual.
Aimee Weber in person, the designer
who erected the building, created the
internal fittings-out and refashioned
for Second Life a series of garments of
the American Apparel, tells us about
the project. Aimee is a butterfly, she
has a society of Virtual Content
Creation and Services, she is the most
popular designer in Second Life,
already creator of the PREEN style of
clothing, maker of Midnight city, of
the planetary and involved in many of

.

Aimee Weber: I created everything
here, including the clothing.
You: is it the first real brand in SL?
Aimee Weber: the first clothing brand.
I think it’s one of the first permanent
arrival of a RL brand for anything
though, other companies have thrown
events but haven’t really stuck
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around.

will bring you to the RL website where
you can buy the RL item.

The place is wide; there are the
classical racks where the garments
are hung, a counter and great pictures
on the walls. There are T-shirts,
swimwear and sweatshirts. They are
presented side by side the real
garments worn by real models and
sold in the real world and the
garments for SL worn the avatars and
sold for the avatars.

It’s enough to right or left click to
change world. Either we open the
window for the purchase of the
garment in SL, in Linden Dollars, or we
are led directly to the Apparel’s
website where we can see and
purchase the real garment. A t-shirt
costs 300 lindens, about one dollar,
and if we buy it for our own avatar, we
get a discount to purchase the real
one, which costs 26 dollars. Decisive
and simple creation of a mixed-reality
store.

Aimee Weber: if you RIGHT click it you
can buy it
Aimee Weber: if you LEFT click it, it
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Aimee finds a sweatshirt with which
she thinks I look gorgeous, she
changes a parameter and offers me to
buy it, “I lowered the price, lol, buy it
now, for 3 lindens, its normally 300!”
in brief she gives it to me.
Aimee Weber: left click on the box
too, so you can see the RL website for
it.
.

I reach the website and I find the
sweatshirt in a page proof which is
perfectly coordinated to the store. We
can notice this concern for the design
and I compliment Aimee for the very
definite ideas: “I made the boxes look
like the website, so it’s a smooth
transition”. This theme of the
transition from SL to the real world is
the main point. For the moment it’s
not possible a direct purchase and
you have to pass by the society’s
website which sells, but they are
dealing with the problem:

The great pictures on the walls
change like slide show; they are the
same of the Apparel’s campaigns on
the website and on the press with a
perfect coordinated image. The place
is lifelike but it takes advantage of
some SL’s potential and the textures
of the outer walls have been
programmed to react in a different
way with daylight and with nightlight. So by day appear shining walls
enlightened from the bottom and at
night they have a dark texture
enlightened by neon.

Aimee Weber: well I have been talking
to Robin Linden, and there are a few
extra steps I want to take, so you can
buy RL goods from right inside second
life, without having to go to a website.

Aimee Weber: Well, the magic started
with Wes Keltner, the Creative
Director for a company called The Ad
Option, he is familiar with American
Apparel, has met with Dov, (Dov
Charney) the CEO and he pitched the
idea to them. And American Apparel
has a cutting edge reputation, so it
appealed to them! Then they
contacted ME.

Aimee Weber: but it will require some
added features, it will happen
eventually
While we are looking at the dressing
rooms Mistress Midnight arrives; she
is Fashion Designer too but in a totally
different scale; she works at home

Aimee Weber: the rest is history
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with Photoshop and a graphics tablet
and she sells entirely in Second Life.
With an inverse path she hopes to
become a stylist outside the network.

come late to the virtual marketing
party, lol.
Aimee thinks that all this will happen
in 2007 considering the exponential
rates of growth of the dwellers and
since many other RL brands will be
heavily represented in SL.

Mistress Midnight: Well I started with
a sketch pad, but I’m not into RL
clothing-not yet anyway. So far I just
design for Second Life.

Aimee Weber: There has to be some
changes and Linden Lab is working on
them. For example, they need to
lower the barrier to entering second
life. Right now, installation,
registration, and learning second life
take too long for it to be used as a
quick business tool. For example, if I
had an art gallery, I would love for my
customers to be able to go to a
website and instantly be in second life
and walk around my virtual gallery
that’s not possible right now. It’s too
much work for customers to install
and learn it.

.

In the first month of opening about
2000 garments have been sold in this
store, but obviously the business isn’t
the selling to the 300.000 dwellers of
Second Life, but the visibility that a
brand obtains with an operation like
this, and also the emotion and the fact
of having been the first.

What is supposed is therefore a
greater integration between the
virtual world and the remainder of the
network, something that makes the
transition from one to another easier
and more immediate, and this not
necessarily and only in order to the
development of potential market. But
there will be the market in the virtual
worlds, it’s already arriving and we
cannot be surprised. And like any
other things in SL it has to be invented
from square one, maybe better.

Aimee Weber: the Idea is that Second
Life is a frontier where they wanted to
establish an advertising presence,
bring their brand and advertise to our
300k Users in SL and when SL has a
million users, American Apparel will
already have a long established
presence here. They don’t want to
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also counter-productive. We think
that an exaggerated recourse to a
mistreated and underpaid manpower 
like the slavery in the past  prevents
the progress and the success of new
technologies because it bases itself on
an outdated and cruel vision of the
human potential which penalizes the
third world countries and the ethics of
the customers.”
.

It seems promising to me as to be the
first company to settle in SL, we hope
it shows a new direction.
Aimee Weber: There are very few
frontiers left in the world where you
can lead the direction a technology or
culture is going. But Second life is one
of them.

America Apparel explains its task: “We
of American Apparel produce t-shirts
without recourse to the off-the-books
work. Our aim is to make profits on
innovation and not on exploitation.
We suggest a sort of hyper synthesis
among capitalism and socialism. With
an unceasing research of efficiency on
the level of management and
manufacture, we want to prove that
the tactics of exploitation of the
manpower are not only useless but

www.myfirstsecondlife.com/
www.aimeeweber.com/
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Link index
Beatpick, A Tomorrow Netlabel
http://www.beatpick.com/licence.php?cPath=23&products_id=50
http://www.digicult.it/podcast
http://www.beatpick.com/
Privacy, Surveillance And Invisible Nets
http://www.ubermatic.org/
http://www.websushi.de/
Pirat Partiet At Riksdag
http://www2.piratpartiet.se
http://www.piratpartiet.it/
http://www.piratpartiet.it/joomla/https:/www.relakks.com/?lang=eng
http://www.generazioneblog.it/piratpartiet-il-partito-dei-pirati
http://www.piratbyran.org/
http://www.thepiratebay.org
Dragulescu, L’achitettura Dello Spam
http://www.sq.ro/
Time Frame And The Manipulated Time
http://www.ps1.org/
Dave Clarke, Superstar Dj…
http://www.daveclarke.com/
Ryoichi Kurokawa, Perspective And Nature
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http://www.ryoichikurokawa.com/
Historia Vjing: Annet Dekker
http://www.vjcultuur.nl/
Full Stealth, Director Vjing
http://www.fullstealth.com/
http://www.fullstealthfilms.com
Arthur Clay, Artist Or Scientist?
http://mypage.bluewin.ch/a-z/artclay/seite_eng.htm
http://www.fylkingen.se/hz/n5/clay.html
http://weblogart.blogspot.com/2006/07/huddle-goingpublik.html
Brian Eno: 77 Million Question Marks
http://music.hyperreal.org/artists/brian_eno/
Traces Of Identity And Memory Of The Present
http://www.bunkerart.org/
Ooff.ouro, Trilith System
http://www.ooffouro.org
Velvet Factory, A New Multimedia Space
DALO:UserspowerbookDocumentsGP%20webindex.htm
http://www.velvet.it
http://www.velvet.it/
http://www.scmoda.lettere.unibo.it/
http://www.bleger.org/
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http://www.good-will.it/
http://www.velvet.it/
American Appareal In Second Life
http://www.myfirstsecondlife.com/
http://www.aimeeweber.com/
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